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"The idea of creating a box of jewels, each filled with life... doesn't it give you a little bit of a thrill?"
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Oh a new Simulation game, I'd better dig in. - Oooh, starry theme. This is something new, I think I will love it. - Hmm, anime
style with not too shabby graphic, this may keep me playing. - Yay, I created some stars. Wtf is a nebula? Dammit, too much for
my shameful vocabulary to handle. - If I add this and this. Why the eff is my star disappearing? Why isn't this evolving? - Stop
throwing massive words into my face, I know English isn't my first language. - Twinkle twinkle little star, why thearen't you
evolving?. - Watery eyes, checked. Headaches, checked. Star obsession, checked. Losing my sanity over stupid little stars,
checked. => This game makes so much sense that after a while playing, I'm lost and don't know what to do anymore. I will give
it a big YES so that others can buy and test their sanity. Good luck to y'all.. This is a puzzle game with small hint. Hard to play..
This game is a wonderful sandbox to play in that encourages experimentation and creativity. It can get slightly tedious waiting
for some of the more elaborate stars to evolve, but your "star basin" will continue evolving its contents even when you are doing
other activities in the game. There are a ton of stars to discover and a lot of possibilities to create a totally unique star basin.. A
very interesting and esoteric little puzzle game, Starry Midnight offers you a massive toolbox and goals to work with and offers
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you no guidance on how to get there - it's up to you, as the player, to figure out how the tools you've been provided with interact
in order to manipulate what you've been given to get what you need. You don't HAVE to play the game this way, of course -
there's a lovely guide on Steam offering you charts of the processes involved in making any given thing, but there's still joy to be
found in the actual process of creating what you need, even if you know how to make it. Think of it as being the difference
between cooking with or without a cookbook. On the writing side, Carpe Fulgur are at their absolute best again - fantastic
scriptwriting combined with the game's innate beautiful aesthetic really help the characters and world come to life. The game is
let down by some hamhanded and poor writing in the overarching story aspect - especially with the game's endings - but this is
very much an unavoidable problem with the original script rather than any fault in localization. Honestly speaking, though, the
overarching story is such a small part of the game compared to the character writing and development that it doesn't hold the
game back much at all (and, indeed, I think my bewildered reactions to the game's attempt at 'twists' provided me much
enjoyment in their own right.) There's a lot to love about Starry Midnight, and I think it makes a good rainy day game.. This is a
puzzle game with small hint. Hard to play.. This is very much a first-impression review. The game just couldn't get me
interested for longer. It's a slow-paced and rather boring puzzle game, gating a slow-paced and rather boring storyline. I am also
not a fan of some of the art design. The pond, where you'll spend most of your time, just isn't easy on the eyes. Nor are the
kimono with shifting patterns that many characters wear.. So much yes I don't want to spoil it but I do at the same time. I will
admit I swear bout hour 4 I was just like nooo wtf is this. But I promise it is so worth it. Ok just hit the wall and go over it and
you will not be dissapointed. I really have just been giving thumbs ups when I like games or nah. But this game is so worth the 5
min write im doing. Lulz Honestly I really can't say much without giving it away but its all about patterns and colors. LOL you
will just have to give it a try or not. Take my word or not. This game is really cool.. In brief: a nicely self-contained puzzle game
framed by a short story, based on combining objects in very specific ways. Lots of trial-and-error, logical thinking is
(sometimes) helpful. Balances frustration with a nice sense of reward - buy it if you like figuring out how to build things.
Gameplay: At its core, TSMWM is a game about building things up. You start with a few fundamental pieces ("stars", which
unlock as the game progresses), and a playing field (the "Star-Seeing Basin") in which those pieces can evolve in different ways,
depending on where you put them and what other stars they're near. Throughout the game, you're given a number of tasks to
complete, each of which involves making a particular type of star or a constellation of stars. It's up to you to figure out how to
actually do that - you get some guidance from your in-game "teacher" and his book, but often it's all just trial and error,
especially late in the game. Of my 48 hours in this game, about 1/2 were spent trying to figure the combinations for the last 10
(of 140) star types. This is often a frustrating process - I'd recommend taking frequent breaks. Despite that, it is a fun and
sometimes calming game to play, especially if you're into puzzles. Story: The game's storyline is fairly brief - you meet the two
leads, then the 4 characters for whom you complete tasks. Each of them has 10 or so scenes, and then there are several
"endgame" scenes when you're getting close to those last few stars. It's an interesting story set in 1910s Japan with some mystical
elements, and HAMOMORU IS ADORABLE. *ahem* Visual and Sound: Like the story, fairly limited but done well. The
characters are designed cleanly and are partially animated - in that sense, TSMWM actually goes beyond most visual novels.
There are also a few interesting visual quirks, like animations on the characters' clothes. This game has a fairly unique art style
overall, which I think adds to the "ethereal" mood. Same goes for the soundtrack - the music usually doesn't stand out, but does
a good job of conveying tone.. It's really hard to pin this game into a genre. It's an exploratory puzzle game, but feels kinda like
an idle game and definitely has a storyline. It's uinque and quirky and if that sounds like something you might be interested in, I
recommend it. You can see my first impression playthrough here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1ER8sdCeF4. I have no
idea what I'm doing but good news! It seems to be working! The gist is basically there's this Star Basin that is able to affect
what's going on in various places in Kyoto. By creating stars (however one is supposed to do that) of certain types fulfill the
quests you've been given and it progresses the game. Seriously, this isn't a game style I've ever played before. It give you the
bare minimum tutorial and leaves you to trial and error like a boss. I felt like a real scientist when I was trying to make a nebula.
And then I felt like an inept God when I accidentally created a Black Hole. But that's the real fun of this game. You don't know
what the u2665u2665u2665u2665 you are doing but you keep doing it anyway and stuff happens and you're like YEAH I DID
THAT AND I DON'T KNOW HOW OR IF I'LL BE ABLE TO DO IT AGAIN BUT WHO CARES BECAUSE I'M
AWESOME AND DON'T NEED ANY RULES!!!! I love this game. I will be playing more in the future.
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